Introduction
Feedback control of joint motion using Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) of paralysed muscles is investigated.
Usually, for controller design intensive effort for identifying muscular models is required whereas the obtained models are still approximative. The modelling of muscular fatigue and hysteresis effects as well as the effect of stimulation history on motor unit recruitment by FES is difficult and model adaptation to individual subjects is nearly impossible. This contributions presents a novel method for feedback linearisation of the non-linear static muscular input behaviour so that the overall effort for modelling and identification is reduced.
Methods
The proposed method uses a measurement of the internal motor unit recruitment by means of the evoked EMG (Mwave) to enable feedback control of muscular recruitment by modulation of the stimulation intensity (charge). An estimate of the current recruitment state is available after every stimulus by removing artefacts and calculating the variance of the M-wave inside a defined window. For design of the recruitment controller, only the average slope of the static recruitment curve must be identified from I/O data. Finally, a top-level joint motion controller is designed based on an identified linear transfer-function model between reference recruitment and joint angle. This controller adjusts the reference recruitment to track a desired joint angle.
Results
For proving the feasibility of the approach, the control system was applied to tracking of the elbow-joint angle by biceps stimulation in a healthy subject. A rise time of 0.7s for the controlled joint-angle dynamics could be realised and a RMS tracking error smaller than 3.3 degree was observed.
Conclusion
The proposed recruitment controller decreases effort needed for system identification and reduces the impact of unmodelled non-linear static input behaviour on joint-angle motion control. Because of the gained robustness, it turns out to be a very promising method in the context of high performance control in neuro-prosthesics.
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